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A Superconducting Maglev
Vehicle/Guideway System With
Preview Control: Part I —
Veliicle, Guideway, and
IVIagnet IVIodeling
Part I of this paper presents a dynamic model of magnetically-levitated (maglev)
vehicle/guideway interaction. The vehicle employs a superconducting electromagnetic suspension system with canted magnets to provide simultaneous levitation and
guidance in the face of guideway irregularities and cross-wind gusts. The dynamic
simulation model includes a five degree-of-freedom nonlinear vehicle model, a superconducting magnet model, and a multi-span flexible guideway model. The formulation
accounts for the dynamic loading on the guideway due to time-varying, distributed
magnetic forces imposed by the vehicle. The maglev vehicle/guideway model is the
basis for designing and testing a proposed preview control strategy in Part II of this
paper.

1

Introduction
Magnetically-levitated (maglev) vehicles are one class of
high-speed guided ground transportation vehicles being considered for passenger transit operation in the U.S. (Gran, 1990;
Thornton, 1991). The maglev concept utilizes magnetic forces
for noncontact suspension, guidance, and propulsion. Unlike
conventional trains that rely on steel wheels riding on steel rails,
maglev vehicles are suspended by magnetic forces, generally,
on elevated guideways. In addition to levitation, magnetic forces
can be employed to guide the vehicle (i.e., center it within or
over the guideway), propel the vehicle along the guideway, and
assist in braking action.
A goal of this study is to develop a realistic maglev vehicle/
guideway interaction model. The maglev vehicle is based on
Grumman's system concept (Proise et a l , 1993) which uses a
superconducting (SC) electromagnetic suspension (EMS) system. Combined lift and guidance is achieved by attractive forces
using a single set of inclined magnets on both sides of the
vehicle. This configuration reduces the number of magnets and
control components and hence the vehicle weight. A nominal
air gap of 40 mm between the magnet faces and guideway iron
rails is proposed. This is considered a wide gap for an EMS
system, and as such, a softer suspension is possible eliminating
the need for a passive secondary suspension.
The model components of the maglev vehicle/guideway system are a five degree-of-freedom (DOF) vehicle model, a SC
magnet model, and a flexible guideway model. In contrast to
Grumman's linear vehicle model (Gran and Proise, 1993), the
vehicle model here is fully nonlinear and permits large angle
variations. The magnet model includes the SC magnet dynamics, which are often ignored, and employs an analytically derived magnet characteristic eliminating the need to calculate
magnetic fields numerically. The magnetic force is modeled as
a dynamic and continuously distributed load on a vertically
flexible multiply-spanned guideway. In previou.s vehicle/
guideway studies, the magnetic force is generally modeled as
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a discontinuous multi-load (Cai et al., 1993; Wormley et al.,
1992) in electrodynamic suspension (EDS) systems (that rely
on repulsive forces), or simply a continuously constant load
(Gran and Proise, 1993; Phelan, 1993) in EMS systems. Due
to the non-negligible dynamic coupling of an EMS vehicle and
a flexible guideway, the use of a dynamic and continuously
distributed load model is proposed and is adopted here.
Part I of this paper develops a maglev vehicle/guideway
interaction model that accounts for dynamic coupling among
the magnet modules, vehicle, and guideway. This plant model
is useful as a ' 'building-block'' for designing and testing control
strategies. In Part II of this paper, an optimal controller with
preview is proposed for the model developed here and the maglev system performance is evaluated under a number of disturbances.
2

System Model Derivations

2.1 Vehicle Model. In order to facilitate the development
of a rigid-body model for the maglev vehicle, two coordinate
systems are introduced: an inertial coordinate frame and a carbody coordinate frame. As shown in Fig. 1, the origin of the
inertial coordinate frame coincides with the vehicle CG when
the vehicle is in its nominal position. The carbody motion is then
described by the translational and rotational transformations
between these two coordinate systems. The carbody coordinate
frame is fixed in the vehicle carbody with principal axes Xc,
Yc, and Zc and origin located at the vehicle center of gravity
identified as CG. The inertial coordinate frame, XiY,Z,, is assumed to move along the guideway longitudinal direction (i.e.,
Xi direction) at constant vehicle speed, V„.
Since vehicle acceleration (and braking) is not addressed, the
vehicle motion can be characterized by the lateral and vertical
displacements of the carbody CG and the roll, pitch, and yaw
angles which describe the orientation of the carbody coordinate
frame with respect to the inertial coordinate frame. The lateral
and vertical displacements of the carbody CG are denoted by
yc and Zc, respectively. It is assumed that the carbody axes
are initially aligned with the inertial reference axes. Then, the
orientation of the carbody frame can be reached by successive
rotations as follows: (i) tjfc (yaw) about the Zc axis, (ii) d^
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Fig. 1 Inertial and carbody coordinate frames in nominal position

(pitch) about the resulting Yc axis, and (in) 4>c (roll) about the
resulting Xc axis.
Figure 2 shows the vehicle configuration in its nominal position. There are an even number, A^„,, of magnet modules on
each side inclined at angle P from vertical. By design, /? is
selected so that the magnetic forces pass through the longitudinal axis of the vehicle when the vehicle is in its nominal position. Each module contains several magnets controlled as a
group. For instance, in the Grumman baseline design each module houses two magnets with twelve modules on each side of
the vehicle (Proise et al., 1993). The magnetic force from each
magnet module is assumed to be distributed uniformly along
the module length, Z„,. The vehicle length and height are denoted
by L„ and /;„, respectively. Also shown in the figure are the
nominal air gap, ho, and the height and width between the
module and the carbody CG, denoted by h^ and Wc, respectively.
As indicated in Fig. 2, the vehicle is supported by magnetic
forces from two rows of magnet modules under the carbody.
In addition, the vehicle may be disturbed by a cross-wind gust
represented by an aerodynamic force, F„,, in the lateral (Y,)
direction and an aerodynamic moment, M„, in the yaw (Z;)
direction.
The derivation of the equations of motion consists of three
steps: (i) identification of the air gap at each module, (ii) determination of the resultant magnetic force and corresponding moment, and (Hi) application of Newton's second law and Euler's
equations.
2.1.1 Air Gap. Figure 3 shows the cross-section of the
vehicle relative to the guideway in a general position, where
both the vehicle and guideway are displaced from their nominal
positions. (The nominal guideway position is indicated by the
dashed lines, and the guideway is shown deflected in both vertical and horizontal directions.) In Fig. 3, point a is the centroid
of they'th magnet module (,/ = 1, .. . , A^„,). Point b is the rail
center at the cross-section of module j when the vehicle and
the guideway are both in their nominal positions. Point c is the

Fig. 3 Cross-section showing general vehlcle/guldeway position

rail center after the guideway is displaced, and is located in the
same lateral-vertical plane as point b. In general, points a and
c are not in the same lateral-vertical plane unless the pitch and
yaw angles are both zero. From Fig. 3, the relative displacement
from point a to point c can be expressed in the inertial coordinate
frame as
-T,r„,
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Fig. 2 Vehicle configuration
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Tc is a roll-pitch-yaw transformation matrix which converts a
vector from the carbody coordinate frame to the inertial coordinate frame. r„y is the vector from the carbody CG to module j
in the carbody coordinate frame, r^ is the vector from the origin
of the inertial frame to point b for each module j . r^. is the
displacement of the carbody CG. Note that the longitudinal
component of r^. is zero since the carbody GG moves at the same
speed as the inertial coordinate frame along the X, direction, r^j
in Eq. (6) is the guideway deviation vector where y^j and Zgj
are the guideway deviations observed at module j in the lateral
and vertical directions, respectively. Since points b and c are
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in the same lateral-vertical plane, the longitudinal component
of Tgj is zero.
The air gap vector is defined as the components of Vfj in the
y, and Z; directions. It follows that the air gap can be expressed
as
hj=

\[0,rfj-Uy,rfj-\i,V\,

j = 1,

, 2N,„

(guideway longitudinal direction)
iron rail
(face area)

(7)

where u^, and u^ are unit vectors in the Y, and Z, directions,
respectively.
(controlled
voltage)

2.1.2 Resultant Magnetic Force and Moment. Since the
magnetic force that provides guidance and levitation has the
same direction as the air gap vector, the magnetic force and
resulting moment about the carbody CG can be represented by
F, = ^.[0, Vfj • u,, tfj • u,V/hj,

Mj = Tl(T,r,j

Fig. 4

X F,),

j=l,...,2N^

(8), (9)

In Eq. ( 8 ) , ^ is the magnitude of the magnetic force at module
j . This force is provided by the magnet module and is adjusted
by the control system (described in Part II). The total magnetic
force and moment applied to the carbody CG can be expressed
as
2N

2N
m

m

[F„ F„ F J ^ = S F;,

[M„ My, M,]^ = S M, (10), (11)

where 7%^, Fy, and F^ are the resultant force components in the
Xi, Y,, and Z; directions, respectively, andM^.M^, andM^ are the
resultant moment components in the Xc, Yc, and Zc directions,
respectively.
2.1.3 Equations of Motion. In the vehicle model, the carbody is subjected to a cross-wind gust that applies an equivalent
side force, F„, and a yaw moment, M„, upon the carbody CG.
With knowledge of the resultant magnetic force and associated
moment, the vehicle model equations of motion can be written
as
F, + F„ = MJ,,

F, - M„g = MJ:,, (12), (13)

M, = hU}^ - (ly - I,)iJyUJ,

(14)

My = lytijy - UZ ~ h)Ul,UJ„

(15)

M, + M„ = 1,UJ, - ih - ly)'^xl^y

(16)

4>c = uj^ + {ujy sin (/>c + Wz cos 4>c) tan
ujy COS 4>c ~ <^z sin 4>c
^c = (i^y sin 4>c + ui^ COS (f>c)/cos 9,

(17)
(18)

2.2 SC Magnet Model. A single SC magnet, shown schematically in Fig. 4, is attracted to a guideway iron rail and
consists of an iron-core magnet, a SC coil wrapped on the back
leg of the iron core, and a set of serially connected normal coils
attached to both pole ends of the iron core. A'sc and Af„ are the
number of turns in the SC coil and the normal coils, respectively. The current in the SC coil is Isc- The trim current, i, in
the normal coils is driven by a controlled voltage, u, to maintain
the air gap, h, at its nominal value. The resistance of the normal
coil is denoted by R, and the face area of each magnetic pole
is denoted by A„.
In Fig. 4, the attractive force, / , set up by the magnetic flux
density, j5,„, in the air gap is
f = ? ^ ,

jUo

B„, = ^

2rt

{Nschc + NJ)

(20), (21)

where po denotes the permeability of air. In Eq. (20), / c a n be
derived using the law of conservation of energy for the magnetic
energy stored in the air gap (e.g., Iskander, 1992). In Eq. (21),
B„ can be obtained by applying Ampere's law along path C in
Fig. 4. Also, it is assumed that (() the leakage flux in the iron
rail and iron core is negligible and («') the air gap is sufficiently
narrow such that the total flux in the iron core flows across the
gap without loss and the force that develops is normal to the
gap (i.e., no edge effects). To minimize the leakage flux, special
magnetic pole arrangements can be employed (Kalsi et a l ,
1993).
The SC current, Isc, provides lifting capability to compensate
for the vehicle weight and is assumed constant in this study.
The trim current, ;', is achieved by a power supply with controlled voltage, u. From Kirchhoff's voltage law, the relation
between the trim current and the controlled voltage, u, is

(19)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, and u)^, ujy, and uj.^
are the roll, pitch, and yaw angular velocities, respectively, in
the carbody coordinate frame. Equations (12) and (13) are the
lateral and vertical translational equations of motion given by
Newton's second law. Equations ( 1 4 ) - ( 1 6 ) are the rotational
equations of motion from Euler's equations. Equations ( 1 7 ) (19) are the angle-angular velocity relations which couple the
vehicle angular velocities to the roll, pitch, and yaw angles.
In summary, the vehicle dynamics can be characterized by
Eqs. ( 1 2 ) - ( 1 9 ) . The control input is the magnetic force^ at
magnet module j , which is set up by the SC magnets in the
module and adjusted by a control law. The disturbance inputs
contain the force, F„, and moment, M„, due to cross-wind gusts
and the guideway deviation, r^j, observed at each magnet module. The outputs of the vehicle model include the air gap, hj,
at each module determined by Eq. (7).
640 / Vol. 119, DECEMBER 1997

Single superconducting magnet

RJ - N„

d{B,A,n)
dt

0

(22)

In Eq. (22), the last term on the left-hand side is the electromotive force (emf) induced by the normal coil. (The emf induced
by the SC coil is absent since constant SC current is assumed.)
For a magnet module housing n„ SC magnets, the magnetic
force in each magnet is generated by the same power supply
and the total magnetic force is n,„ times the force set up by a
single magnet. Thus, the magnetic force generated by each module can be written as
fi

l^oA„,n„
(Nscisc + NJjf
4h]

(23)

foTJ= 1, . . . , 2N„, where hj is the air gap at they'th module
and the trim current, ij, of module j is determined from the
voltage Eq. (22) as
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vehicle ?Ai = t(,
n

profile of the loading force at each module is a square wave
which can be expressed as

vehicle at (= (/
Span II

span I

fnj(x,,

(a) vehicle at I = /o and (= tf

t) = [u,{V4 - jl„,, X,,)
- uAVj

force at module _;' ^
una
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^

—
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(b) vehicle at / = r

Fig, 5 Vehicle traversing guideway spans
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u

- jl,„ + l,„, x,)]fj

- jl„„ x,)

f o r ; = \, .. ., N„, where subscript II denotes that the force
acts on Span II and «, is the unit step function defined by
1,

X,>

0,

Xs < x,,a

IM)A,„N„(NscIsc + N„ij) dhj

dt

• 2

,.

2hj

dt

for 7 = 1, . . . , 2N,„, with Uj being the controlled voltage for
they'th module.
In summary, the dynamics of the SC magnet model are described by the voltage Eq. ( 2 4 ) for each module and can be
represented by 2N„, first-order ordinary differential equations
( O D E s ) . The resulting trim current and the constant SC current
in each magnet module produce a magnetic flux which sets up
the attractive magnetic force between the iron core and the iron
rail. The magnetic force at each module, described by Eq. ( 2 3 ) ,
is a nonlinear function of the trim current, SC current, and air
gap.

ILA-X,,

= f{x,,t)

(25)

where x, is the span axial coordinate, EI is the bending rigidity,
c is the viscous damping coefficient, y is the span mass per
unit length, vVs(jr,, /) is the span vertical deflection, and
f(x,,
t) is the vertical loading force per unit length due to the moving
vehicle. (The use of the superscript ~ denotes functional dependence on both space and time.) This guideway model accounts
only for span vertical deflections. Future guideway models may
incorporate lateral as well as torsional deflections.
The vehicle/guideway interaction is considered in the time
interval [to, tf] as depicted in Fig. 5 ( « ) . At f = ^o, the vehicle
is completely located on Span I and just about to enter Span
II. As time increases, the vehicle load excites both Span I and
Span II simultaneously. In this study, it is assumed that the
vehicle length, L„, is less than the guideway span length, L,.
As a result, the vehicle is completely located on Span II at r =
tf. For multi-span configurations, additional spans are "daisychained," i.e., at ; = tf, the clock is reset to r = ^o and the
algorithm for the following span is re-applied (Cherchas, 1979).
The process for deriving the vehicle/guideway interaction involves three steps. The first step is to convert the magnetic
forces on the modules into the distributed loading forces on
Span I and Span II. The second step is to solve for the distributed
span deflections. The final step is to obtain the guideway deflection observed at each module.
2.3.1 Distributed Loading Forces.
The dynamic loading
on Span II is considered first. Figure 5(b) depicts the distributed
loading force of module 7 moving along Span II at vehicle speed
V„. At time t, the front and rear of module j (iot j = 1, . . . ,
N„,) are located at x,. = Vj - jl„, + l„, and x,, = V„t - jl„,,
respectively, where x, is the axial coordinate for Span II. Since
the magnets are inclined at an angle P, the distributed load per
unit length in the vertical direction is given b y ^ cos p/l,„. The
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t) =fn,j{x„

(29)

t),

J \,j+N,„{~x,,, t) — Jn,j+N,„(Xs, t)

(30)

fory = 1, . . . , A',,, and x, < 0. The total loading force for Spans
I and II is the summation of the individual loading forces and
can be represented as
f^i-X..,t)=

l A X - X , , ?),

(31)

IN

fiiiXs,
d"t) + y—i w , ( x „ t)
dt

(28)

Similarly, the profile of the loading force at each module on
Span I can be expressed as

2.3 Guideway Model. A Bernoulli-Euler beam with simply supported ends is used to model each elevated guideway
span. The equation of motion for a span can be expressed as
d'^
d
EI V 7 w>,(x„ t) + c — w,(x„
ox,
dt

x,a

^sK^sO, X^i) —

y ' ^ ^ l

t) = '^fn.jix,,

(32)

t)

2.3.2 Distributed Span Deflections.
To determine the distributed span deflections, a modal analysis method is utilized
in which the span deflections on Spans I and II can be expressed
as
v v i ( - x „ 0 = Z ajit) sin (-jnxJL,),

(33)

II

wnixs, 0 = Z bj(t) sin iJTTxJL,)

(34)

j=i

where «,, is the number of mode shapes and ajO) and bj(t) are
the modal amplitudes for Spans I and II, respectively, and can
be determined by
. , ,
c ., ^
EI /jTrV
, ,
Ujit) - F - a , ( f ) + — M r a;(0
r
7
\ E j
^ j
JL,

fii-x,,,t)sm(^^]dx,,

(35)

bjit)
y

7

\L,

yL, Jo

fn(x,,

JTTXs

t) sin ( i ^

) dx,

(36)

fory = 1, . . . , «,,. Since the loading forces in Eqs. ( 3 3 ) and
( 3 4 ) are both staircase functions, the integrals on the right-hand
sides of Eqs. ( 3 5 ) and ( 3 6 ) can be solved analytically (Wang,
1995).
2.3.3
Guideway Deflection at Each Module.
To find the
guideway deflection at each magnet module, the location of
each module is identified first. At time t, the centroid location
of each magnet module can be represented as
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Guideway

obtained from Eq. (38), and w^iyj and Wuzj (j = 1, • • . , 2N„,)
are the lateral and vertical guideway irregularities, respectively,
due to random manufacturing and construction practice, settlement, etc. The state variables include the trim current, 1, and
the vehicle state, x„,

U

1 = [it

hN„, ]

(42)

Magnet Modules
X„ =

Fw.l^w

Fig. 6

lVi(-cr, t)dc7,

2

-

wi(-a,t)da

'm L " > j , j - ' m ' 2
1

fix

+

Wn{a, t)da
''0

+1 II

-

w.,,],

W,,2N„,

(40)

Wd = {way,i, . . . , w,,,,2/v„, Wrf,,!, . . . , Wa,.,2N„Y (41)
where w^,) {j = 1,. . . , 2Af„,) is the guideway vertical deflection
642 / Vol. 119, DECEMBER 1997

3

Conclusion
A detailed dynamic model for simulating a SC EMS-type
maglev vehicle operating at constant forward speed over a
multi-span elevated flexible guideway subject to cross-wind
gust and guideway irregularities is developed. The components
of the maglev model include a five DOF vehicle model, a nonlinear SC magnet system, and a flexible guideway model:
•

•

(39)

U2N„

where Uj {j - I, . . . , 2A^„) are specified by a control law
(described in Part II). The maglev vehicle is subject to aerodynamic effects, represented by Fy,, and M„, and to guideway
deviation, w. This deviation, w, is the superposition of the
guideway deflection, w.„ and the guideway irregularity, w^.
0,

(38)

2.

2.4 Combined Maglev Model. The block diagram of Fig.
6 depicts the interaction among the dynamic models for the
maglev vehicle, SC magnet, and guideway, and represents the
maglev system without a controller. The controlled variables
are the applied voltage, u,

w, = [0,

2

x,,j a —

In summary, the magnetic forces (per length) due to the
vehicle/guideway interaction are described by Eqs. (26) - (38).
Equations (31) and (32) convert these magnetic forces into
distributed loading forces on Span I and Span II. The distributed
span deflections are then solved via Eqs. (35) and (36). Finally,
the guideway deflection observed at each magnet module is
obtained from Eq. (38).
The input to the guideway model is the magnetic force at each
magnet module and the output is the corresponding guideway
deflection. The guideway dynamic analysis considers the first
n, modes of beam vibration. The guideway model accounts for
two sequential spans which are concatenated for guideways
involving more spans. Since each span requires MJ second-order
ODEs, the governing equations consist of In^ second-order
ODEs for two spans.

[M],

-^-^<x,j<'-^
2
•'

I

W|i(or, t)da,

Im Jx, ,-l,„/2

U =

(44)

x,j ^ - -T

X, ,-/„,/2

W,:j(t) = W,j+N,SO = <

(43)

where hj (j = 1, . . . , 2N,„) is determined by Eq. (7).
The model derived in this paper is nonlinear and coupled.
The guideway deflection dynamics, Eqs. (35) and (36), involve
the loading forces, / i and fu, which are linked to the magnetic
forces,_^-, by Eqs. (26) and (27). Also, the vehicle dynamics,
equations ( 1 2 ) - ( 1 6 ) , a r e driven by the magnetic forces which
are themselves coupled to the air gaps, hj, via Eqs. (8) and
(23).

fory = \,. . . ,N„,, where x^j denotes the location of the centroid
of module j . Since the magnetic forces applied to the guideway
rails are distributed, the effective guideway displacement at
each module is given by the average guideway displacement
over the module length (Gran and Proise, 1993). The magnet
module may be located entirely on Span I, on both Span I and
Span II, or entirely on Span II. The corresponding deflections
can be represented as

1 ['

Zc, iOx, W j , C j j '

h = [ht

(37)

Vj - jL + U2

X, J+N„

Zc, 4>c, Oc, ikc, jc,

where ij (j = 1, . . • , 2N^) is solved from Eq. (24), and x„ is
the solution of the vehicle equations of motion ( 1 2 ) - ( 1 9 ) . The
output is the air gap vector, h,

Block diagram of maglev system (without controller)

=

[yc,

•

The vehicle model considers a single carbody travelling
horizontally at constant speed with DOFs in the lateral,
vertical, roll, pitch, and yaw directions. The vehicle model
accepts magnetic forces (assumed uniformly distributed
for each module) as inputs and is subject to guideway
disturbances and aerodynamic loading. Future models
may consider multi-car consists and the effects of carbody
flexibility, propulsion, and braking.
The SC magnet system consists of magnet modules which
accept input signals from a controller (the topic of Part
II) to provide magnetic forces for levitating and guiding
the vehicle. The forces are generated from magnetic fields
set up by the SC and normal coils in the magnet modules.
Assumptions include negligible loss of magnetic flux and
constant current in the SC coils. To satisfy the first assumption, the maximum air gap is Hmited. To relax the
second assumption, a control system for regulating the
SC current could be included in future models.
The guideway model determines the vertical deflection of
the spans observed by each magnet module. It is assumed
that each span is simply supported. Further, the vehicle
length is assumed to be less than the span length such
that only the dynamics of two sequential spans need to
be considered. The guideway loading is modeled as a
dynamic and continuously distributed force to account
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for the dynamic coupling between the vehicle and the
guideway spans. The guideway model may be extended in
the future to handle vehicle motion in a curved guideway
section, guideway torsional and lateral dynamics, and different boundary conditions for the spans.
To complete the maglev model, controller models are necessary. An optimal preview control scheme is proposed in Part
II, and the performance of the comprehensive maglev model is
then studied in detail.
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